This paper investigates the effect of turbulence models on numerical simulation of the vortical flow over a wingbody configuration at low speed and high angles of attack. Numerical simulations are conducted using Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations with three popular turbulence models: the Spalart-Allmaras model, the Menter's shear stress transport model, and the Launder-Sharma k-" model. Computational results are compared with experiments. The original Spalart-Allmaras model shows excessively large dissipation in the vortical flow away from the surface, but the rotation correction indicates significant improvement in computational results. The Menter's model predicts reasonable agreement with the experiment in details and capture vortex structures well. The Launder-Sharma k-" model performs provides results close to those of the Menter's model at high angles of attack. Although details of the flowfield have been simulated with large differences by different turbulence models, the choice of turbulence models is not important for prediction of aerodynamic forces.
Introduction
At high angles of attack, the aerodynamics of a typical delta wing-body configuration is dominated by the roll-up structure of the concentrated vortices, which are separated from the body, the outboard/inboard leading-edge, and the wing tip. This kind of flow is so complex that numerical simulation is quite difficult in predicting separation, reattachment, vortex behaviors, aerodynamic forces, etc.
Numerous experimental and computational studies of highly-swept wings at low speed and high angles of attack have been conducted over past decades. Many turbulence models have been utilized for the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. Computational results may be strongly dependent on the turbulence models used. Algebraic models are simple and require no additional differential equations to be solved. However, because they do not take into account the turbulent convection and diffusion, physically, they should only be applied to attached boundary layer flows. In principle, transport equation models can be used for complex flows containing separation, curvature, etc. However, most transport turbulence models do not give satisfactory results for complex flows as good as for thin shear layer flows. High-order closure models may give better predictions, but they are complex and pose particular numerical difficulties. Gordnier 1) applied the Baldwin-Lomax model with Degani-Schiff modification and some k-" models to vortical flows over a 65 sweep delta wing. He found that the Baldwin-Lomax model produced the eddy viscosity restricted in the surface boundary layers, and the flow away from the surface is modeled effectively with the laminar flow equations. Reasonable qualitative agreement was obtained by the k-" model with vorticity-based turbulence production. Murman and Chaderjian 2) reported that the SpalartAllmaras model produced excessively large values for the eddy viscosity in the region of the off-surface vortices. Dol, et al. 3) applied the standard k-! model and an explicit algebraic Reynolds-stress model (EARSM). Results showed that the rotation correction improved the accuracy of vortical flows, and the EARSM model appeared to perform better in capturing vortex structures than the linear eddy-viscosity model. Efforts using high-order schemes 4, 5) and adaptive grids 6) were also made to improve numerical accuracy. The author conducted laminar computations and extensive comparsion with the experiment, 7) showing that completely laminar computation using Navier-Stokes equations can quantitatively predict aerodynamic characteristics and qualitatively capture most features of vortical flow.
In this study, the flowfield over a wing-body model at low speed and high angles of attack was simulated by different turbulence models and compared with corresponding wind-tunnel experiments. 8) A typical flow field is shown in Fig. 1 . This study investigates the effect of turbulence models on details of the separated flow and aerodynamic characteristics, and validates turbulence models for vortical flows. Three popular turbulence models have been used. The Spalart-Allmaras model 9) and Menter's shear stress transport model 10) are two of the most extensively used models in aeronautical computations in the last decade. The Launder-Sharma model 11) is classical and has been used widely in many subsonic flows. The Spalart-Allmaras model is also modified with rotation correction to improve the accuracy for predicting vortical flow.
Numerical Simulation
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for compressible flow were solved along with turbulence model equations. A diagonalized ADI method was applied for implicit time integration. The third-order Chakravarthy-Osher's TVD scheme was used for explicit convection terms, and the second-order central differential scheme was used for viscous terms. At the entrance boundary, the total pressure, total temperature and direction of incoming flow were specified to match the experimental conditions, while the velocity magnitude was obtained from the interior field by extrapolation. At the exit boundary, velocities and density were extrapolated from the interior field; only the static pressure was specified to be the freestream reference value. On the solid surface, the no-slip condition was applied to the velocities and the normal derivative of pressure was forced to zero.
Grid systems were generated around a half model of the configuration with a 5 m Â 5 m section as shown in Fig. 2 . H-H topology grids with 4,200,000 points were created at zero angle of attack. At non-zero angles of attack, outer boundaries were rotated by the corresponding angle of attack, and made the upper and lower outer boundaries parallel to the freestream direction. The interior grids were moved by shifting algebraically along each grid index line based on the initial grids. The grid on both upper and lower wing surfaces had 80 points in the chordwise direction, and 74 points in the spanwise direction. On both upper and lower body surfaces, 25 Â 160 grid points were used in the circumferential and body axial directions, respectively. 100 points were carefully distributed in the normal direction of the surface to resolve the vortical flow. Grids were extended to 3 m both upstream to the nose and downstream to the body tail. The spatial grid near the surface was forced normal to the configuration surface and the normal spacing of the first point from the surface was set to 1:0 Â 10 À5 MAC (mean aerodynamic chord).
Turbulence Models
The governing RANS equations contain the turbulent second-moment correlation tensor called Reynolds stresses
For the closure requirement, a model is needed to provide the relationship between Reynolds stresses and the mean flow variables u u i . In eddy viscosity models, Reynolds stresses are simply expressed as a production of the eddy viscosity and velocity gradient. Three turbulence models, Spalart-Allmaras model, Menter's shear stress transport model, and the Launder-Sharma k-" model, were implemented in the code to simulate turbulent flows.
Spalart-Allmaras model
The Spalart-Allmaras model is calibrated by referencing a wide range of experiment data, and could be applied to a fair range of thin shear layer flows including those subject to an adverse or favorable pressure gradient. It has successfully predicted flows with separation in the boundary layer. It is written in terms of the eddy viscosity. The model equation is as follows:
Reynolds stresses is defined as: 
where the eddy viscosity is:
The auxiliary functions and constants are:
;
The tensor ij is the rotation tensor and d is the distance from the closest surface.
Spalart-Allmaras model with rotation correction
Spalart and Shur 12) presented improvements to the original Spalart-Allmaras model for rotation and curvature effect. They suggested that the production term in Eq. (1) should be modified to reduce the eddy viscosity in regions of high vorticity. This paper adopted a simple combination of the vorticity ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2 ij ij p and the strain rateŜ S ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2s i j s i j p :
Some authors used different value of C vor . It should be noted that for C vor > 1 andŜ S < ðC vor À 1Þ=C vor , the production term S is improbably negative, and this is physically incorrect. The author has tested the coefficient C vor with different values. It shows that at least in the present computation, C vor ¼ 1 gives the best result as compared with experiments and other models. For C vor ¼ 1, S is actually the minimum ofŜ S and , therefore it guarantees the turbulence production to be positive. The modification reduces the eddyviscosity in regions where the vorticity is larger than the strain rateŜ S, such as the vortex core, but has minimal effect in shear layers where andŜ S are similar.
Menter's shear stress transport model
Menter combined the k-" and k-! models in a way allowing them to be used in regions where they achieve the best advantage. The model uses the k-! model near the wall, but switches via a function to the k-" model away from the wall. Furthermore, the model limits the shear stress according to experimental observation. Studies showed that this limitation much improved results in separated flows. Among eddy-viscosity models, this model performs fairly well in many applications.
Reynolds stresses are defined as:
where the eddy viscosity is defined as:
The constants È in the model are calculated from the constants È 1 and È 2 as follows:
The constants in the k-! model are:
The constants in the transformed k-" model are:
The switch functions are defined as follows:
The production term P k uses a vorticity magnitude in place of the strain rate to make a rotation correction. Menter also suggests limiting the production term P k in the transport equation as follows:
This modification suppresses production of the eddy viscosity in regions where there is no vorticity.
Launder-Sharma model
The k-" models including the turbulent transport effect in the model equations have advantage over algebraic turbulence models for complex flows. However, they produce too diffusive results, and generally, do not perform well in boundary layer flows with separation. The Launder-Sharma model represents a typical kind of low-Re k-" models, and is written as follows:
The eddy viscosity is calculated by:
where
The production term P k is computed using Eq. (5) as in the Menter model.
Results and Discussion
The computational model was a wing-body configuration or so-called Jet-01th baseline, which was designed preliminarily for the jet-powered experimental supersonic experimental airplane at the Institute of Space Technology and Aeronautics (ISTA) of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) (former National Aerospace Laboratory). The model consists of an axisymmetric body and a cranked arrow wing kinked at 55% station of the wing semi-span from the center line. The wing was warped at supersonic cruise conditions. Experiments were carried out by Kwak et al. 8) and Watanabe et al. 13) in a low speed wind subsonic wind tunnel with a square test section of 2 m Â 2 m at JAXA. Tests were ranged in À4 ¼< ¼< þ30 angles of attack at the air speed of freestream U ¼ 30 m/s and the Reynolds number 9:45 Â 10 5 based on the MAC of the wind-tunnel model, which is 459 mm. The wind-tunnel model was mounted in the center of the wind tunnel in all cases. In computations, the freestream Mach number was set to 0.088 to match the experiment conditions. Comparison was made for the cases at ¼ 5 , 12 and 20 . Some results of laminar computations are also included. Figure 3 shows distributions of the eddy viscosity computed by different turbulence models at the angle of attack of 20
. The computed eddy viscosity is sensitive to the turbulence model. The Spalart-Allmaras model provides very large eddy viscosities in the primary vortex separated from the inboard wing. The excessively large eddy viscosity typically eliminates vortex breakdown phenomenon observed in experiments. The eddy viscosity in the vortex core is greatly reduced by the rotation correction of the modified SpalartAllmaras model. The Menter's model gives small values of the eddy-viscosity that is smaller than those it should be, because, as seen later, vortex breakdown occurs slightly earlier than in experiment. The Launder-Sharma model also produces larger eddy viscosities in the separation vortex. 13) The core size of vortices can be found. It is interesting to compare locations of the vortex breakdown. From the velocity magnitude distribution, we can see that, at ¼ 12 , the Menter's model predicts breakdown of the inboard vortex near the location X ¼ 0:83Cr, which is located slightly upstream than observed in the experiment. At ¼ 20
, the modified Spalart-Allmaras (SARC), Menter and Launder-Sharma models predict vortex breakdown upstream to the location X ¼ 0:83Cr. However, the original Spalart-Allmaras model is too dissipative to capture this important physical phenomenon even when the high angle of attack is as high as 20 . With rotation correction, the modified Spalart-Allmaras model is also successful in predicting vortex breakdown. The original Spalart-Allmaras model does not provide clear vortex cores due to its large dissipation away from the surface. The Menter's model predicts good vortex cores, comparable with that measured in the experiment. Again, the Launder-Sharma model is as good as the Menter's model at a high angle of attack ( ¼ 20 ), but provides larger dissipation in vortex cores and near-wall regions than the Menter's model. at different high angles of attack. Vortices continue to be fed with vorticities as distance downstream. At ¼ 5 , similarly to the observations from the pressure distributions, the Spalrt-Allmaras and Launder-Sharma models predicted smaller leading edge separations than the Menter's model. Flow patterns at ¼ 12 are shown in Fig. 5(b) . Computations give quite different patterns by different turbulence models. The Menter's model predicted detail vortex structures that agreed well with experiment, and correctly captured vortex structures. On most of the surface, the modified Spalart-Allmaras and Launder-Sharma models gave reasonable results, but the inboard secondary vortex is bent outward too early. At ¼ 20
, the surface patterns were well predicted by the Menter's model and the Launder-Sharma model. On the contrary, the original Spalart-Allmaras model did not capture the secondary vortices correctly, and predicted different vortex locations and flow patterns from others. But the modified Spalart-Allmaras model effectively suppressed the eddy viscosity in the vortex core and significantly improved the computational accuracy of vortical flow at high angles of attack.
At ¼ 5 , the boundary layer was attached to the surface over most of the upper wing surface, and a small separation occured near the leading edge of the wing. Pressure distributions predicted by turbulence models are compared with experimental data at two stations (X ¼ 0:55Cr and X ¼ 0:83Cr) in Fig. 6 . In regions without separation, the computed pressure distributions of the turbulence models show good agreement with the experimental data. The Menter's model approximates the experimental data closely, but the Spalart-Allmaras, Launder-Sharma, and laminar models predict smaller separations than the experiments. At a moderate angle of attack ( ¼ 12 ) and high angle of attack ( ¼ 20 ), qualitative agreement including secondary vortices is obtained by the Menter's model and the modified Spalart-Allmaras model. However, the pressure suction peak of the inboard vortex is underpredicted by the Menter's model due to earlier predicted vortex breakdown than the corresponding experiments. The original Spalart-Allmaras model produces too large dissipation in the vortical flow away from the surface and can not capture secondary vortices as observed in the experiment. The Launder-Sharma model fails to correctly predict secondary vortices correctly. Due to the small viscous diffusion, the laminar computation also presents a non-existent tertiary vortex on the inboard wing surface.
At moderate and high angles of attack, the Menter's model and the modified Spalart-Allmaras models predict pressure well compared to the experimental data. The original Spalart-Allmaras model becomes worse for the inboard vortex, which is farther from the surface. In this model, the outboard vortex is predicted better than the inboard vortex, because the outboard vortex is closer to the surface. The modified Spalart-Allmaras model significantly improved accuracy as the angle of attack increased. The result of the Launder-Sharma model is very similar to that of the Menter's model, except for the outboard vortex near the leading edge. It indicates that the Launder-Sharma model does not perform well in regions with strong pressure gradients.
The effect of turbulence models on aerodynamic forces was estimated in computations. Although computational results are different from each other in detailed comparison, fortunately, as shown in Fig. 7 , comparison of computational results and the experimental data shows that the choice of turbulence models is not important for predicting aerodynamic forces before the stall. This means that local differences presented by different turbulence models cancel out in the process of surface integration. This is interesting for engineering applications where integration properties are important to estimate the aerodynamic performance in preliminary design. Large differences are found in the prediction of the maximum lift CL max and stall angle where the transition effect should be important in computation. Furthermore, aerodynamic forces are decomposed into pressure and friction components. As shown in Fig. 8 , lift is contributed mostly from surface pressure and the friction force is negligible. Drag shows a large discrepancy from the experimental data especially at low angles of attack. This may be explained that the laminar-turbulent transition is not included in the computations. As the angle of attack increases, the pressure drag becomes dominant and flow becomes more turbulent, so the transition effect is reduced relatively. The Spalart-Allmaras model predicted larger friction drags than other models but was improved by rotation correction.
Conclusions
Numerical simulations of the vortical flow over a wingbody configuration at low speed and high angles of attack were conducted by solving RANS equations with turbulence models. The Menter's SST k-! model and the Sparlart-Allmaras model modified by rotation correction provided good agreement with experiments. The Launder-Sharma k-" model poorly predicted the separation near the leading edge of the wing where the pressure gradient is strong, but close to the Menter's model away from the wall at high angles of attack. The original Spalart-Allmaras model failed to predict the large separation and vortex breakdown at moderate and high angles of attack. It provided dissipation so large that the separation was too small and the secondary vortices were not correctly captured. With suitable rotation correction, the modified Spalart-Allmaras model significantly improved the predicted vortical flow, especially at high angles of attack. The predicted aerodynamic forces are close to the experimental data in all the turbulence models. It shows that all models may be used to estimate the aerodynamic characteristics at high angles of attack before stall in preliminary aircraft design. Turbulence models should be used carefully for detail designs requiring local prediction accuracy.
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